Understanding Recent Performance

•

We manage an “institutional-style” diversified portfolio.

•

The hallmarks of this approach include
1. broad diversification (i.e. stocks, bonds, real assets and commodities)
2. global exposure (international and emerging market…not just U.S.)
3. downside-risk management

•

While a diversified portfolio is the best long-term plan, it can (like recently) have
periods of short-term disappointment (especially compared to a single asset class like
US stocks).
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When Diversification Disappoints
US stocks have outperformed every other asset class in 2018
Observations:
Broad diversification means
owning more than just US
stocks…which sometimes hurts.

- In 2018, US stocks have
outperformed every other major
asset class by a wide margin.
- Despite overweighting US stocks,
our broader diversification hurt
performance.
- This dramatic US outperformance
was largely due to US trade war
rhetoric (hurting other assets) while
large US tech stocks experienced a
huge rally.

SOURCE: BLOOMBERG
US Stocks = S&P 500
Real Assets & Commodities = 1/3rd SPDR S&P Global Natural Resources ETF (GNR) + 1/3rd iPath Bloomberg Commodity Index ETN (DJP) + 1/3rd ETFS Physical Swiss Gold Shares (SGOL)
Int’l &* Emerging Stocks = 50pct Ishares MSCI EAFE ETF (EFA) + 50pct iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (EEM)
US Govt Bonds = 25pct Ishares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (TLT) + 25pct Pimco 15+ US TIPs (LTPZ) + 25pct iShares 7-10yr Treasuries (IEF) + 25pct iShare Tip Bond Fund (TIP)
High Yield & Emerging Debt = 50pct iShares High Yield Bond Fund (HYG) + 50pct VanEck JP Morgan EM Local Currency Bond Fund (EMLC)
All returns presume monthly rebalancing, no transaction or other expenses. For educational purposes only
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When Diversification Disappoints – Part 2
Even Diversifying ACROSS US stocks has disappointed this year

Observations:
- This chart shows the attribution
returns for the S&P 500 during the
first six months of 2018.
- Through June, just a handful of
large US technology stock drove all
of the gains.
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So Why Have US Stocks Done so Much Better?

A Combination of Temporary & Idiosyncratic Factors
1) Temporary Factors (One Year US Government Stimulus) : The combination of Trump Tax Cuts
and corporate cash repatriation tax amnesty have delivered a one-time stimulus package that is
temporarily super-charging U.S. stock earnings. This effect has now peaked and will fade entirely in
2019.
2) Idiosyncratic Factors (Trade War Rhetoric): As the U.S. has threatened and/or levied trade tariffs
on most of the economic world, sentiment for most every other asset class has fallen. This has
caused commodities, international and emerging market stocks to sell off.

Political risks and actions are highly unpredictable and, on balance, are a reason to diversify rather than
concentrate risk in any one region.
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Stimulation

Temporary Drivers of US Stock Performance

Tightening

Combined sources of US & global
stimulus have peaked, and are now
winding down…

…Meanwhile, the impact of Fed tightening has
been completely masked.
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US Stock Earnings Growth Fueled by Buybacks
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Diversification Q & A:
Given the recent failure of diversification, why bother?
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Why Diversify?
In the long run, having lots of growth drivers is best
Cum ulat i ve Tot al Ret ur n
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Observations:
1) Extended periods of bad
performance of a single
asset class (like US
stocks) is not
uncommon.
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3)

Owning a diversified
portfolio of many asset
classes ensures you
always have a growth
driver.

SOURCE: BLOOMBERG
US Stocks = S&P 500
Real Assets & Commodities = 1/3rd SPDR S&P Global Natural Resources ETF (GNR) + 1/3rd iPath Bloomberg Commodity Index ETN (DJP) + 1/3rd ETFS Physical Swiss Gold Shares (SGOL)
Int’l &* Emerging Stocks = 50pct Ishares MSCI EAFE ETF (EFA) + 50pct iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (EEM)
US Govt Bonds = 25pct Ishares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (TLT) + 25pct Pimco 15+ US TIPs (LTPZ) + 25pct iShares 7-10yr Treasuries (IEF) + 25pct iShare Tip Bond Fund (TIP)
High Yield Debt = 50pct iShares High Yield Bond Fund (HYG) + 50pct VanEck JP Morgan EM Local Currency Bond Fund (EMLC)
Diversified Portfolio = Equal weighted portfolio of all the above (20% US stocks + 20% Int’l & EM stocks + 20% High Yield Debt + 20% Govt Bonds +20% Real Assets & Commodities)
All returns presume monthly rebalancing and no transaction or other expenses. For educational purposes only.

The statements above represent the views and opinions of Almanack Investment Partners, LLC and are provided for informational purposes only and are not meant to be construed as investment advice. These views
are subject to change and Almanack makes no warranty to the accuracy or correctness. Referenced calculations are derived from a combination of public data and internal proprietary models.
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Why Diversify?
5yr Asset Class Returns (2000-2018)
250.0%

200.0%

3) While a diversified portfolio
will never do best in the short
term, it often does best in the
long term.
Diversified
Portfolio

Real Assets &
Commodities

2) Yesterday’s winners are
often tomorrow’s losers
…and vice versa (so you
can’t just chase winners)

1) Over any given short150.0%
term stretch, there
can be
big winners and losers
(though predicting them is
100.0%
hard).
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SOURCE: BLOOMBERG
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Diversified Portfolio

US Stocks = S&P 500
Real Assets & Commodities = 1/3rd SPDR S&P Global Natural Resources ETF (GNR) + 1/3rd iPath Bloomberg Commodity Index ETN (DJP) + 1/3rd ETFS Physical Swiss Gold Shares (SGOL)
Int’l &* Emerging Stocks = 50pct Ishares MSCI EAFE ETF (EFA) + 50pct iShares MSCI Emerging Markets ETF (EEM)
US Govt Bonds = 25pct Ishares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (TLT) + 25pct Pimco 15+ US TIPs (LTPZ) + 25pct iShares 7-10yr Treasuries (IEF) + 25pct iShare Tip Bond Fund (TIP)
High Yield Debt = 50pct iShares High Yield Bond Fund (HYG) + 50pct VanEck JP Morgan EM Local Currency Bond Fund (EMLC)
Diversified Portfolio = Equal weighted portfolio of all the above (20% US stocks + 20% Int’l & EM stocks + 20% High Yield Debt + 20% Govt Bonds +20% Real Assets & Commodities)
All returns presume monthly rebalancing, no transaction or other expenses. For educational purposes only

The statements above represent the views and opinions of Almanack Investment Partners, LLC and are provided for informational purposes only and are not meant to be construed as investment advice. These views
are subject to change and Almanack makes no warranty to the accuracy or correctness. Referenced calculations are derived from a combination of public data and internal proprietary models.
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Yesterday’s Winners are Tomorrow’s Losers
…and vice versa
When past returns are not indicative of future returns
Annualized S&P 500 Excess Returns
since 1970

Annualized Emerging Market vs. S&P 500 Returns
since 1970

When the last 7 years looked
like this or better…

…the next 5
years did this.

Prior 7 yrs

Next 5 yrs

Prior 7 yrs

Next 5 yrs

Excess returns mean returns above T-bill returns (i.e. premium over risk free return). Emerging Market vs S&P 500 = MSCI Emerging Market Index (MXEF Index) – S&P 500 Index total returns
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The Best Investors in the World Diversify
Invest like an Institution

Institutional investors have
dramatically and
consistently outperformed
the average investor.
How? Disciplined
diversification.

Dalbar Study 2015

The statements above represent the views and opinions of Almanack Investment Partners, LLC and are provided for informational purposes only and are not meant to be construed as investment advice. These views
are subject to change and Almanack makes no warranty to the accuracy or correctness. Referenced calculations are derived from a combination of public data and internal proprietary models.
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What Happened

Two portfolio exposures have driven nearly all current losses
1) Emerging Market Stocks & Bonds

2) Commodities and Real Assets
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Rationale for Owning Them
1) Emerging Market Stocks
• Have the highest long-term expected return of any asset class
(roughly 2x US stocks)
• Trading at steepest discount to US stocks in over 16 years
• Heavily favored by leading institutional managers

2) Real Assets & Commodities
• Historically the best performing “late-cycle” asset class
• Important source of inflation protection to grow real earnings
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Why Have They Done So Poorly?

Tariffs and Trade War Fears
Political rhetoric around tariffs and trade wars have uniquely punished
emerging market assets (especially China) and commodity prices…as
fears mount they will trigger a global slowdown.
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“Smart Money” Quotes on Emerging Markets
Recent Quotes from Leading Manager
Jeremy Grantham, GMO
“Suggested action plan for everyone: What I would own is as much Emerging Market Equity as your career or business risk can
tolerate, and some EAFE. I believe each of these, especially Emerging, has more potential than most think.” - Jan 2018
Janus Henderson
“Emerging markets equity (EME) exhibits the highest long-term expected return across the three public equity regions: U.S.,
non-U.S. and emerging markets. In fact, at the index level, it is the only region that exceeds the long-term required rate of return
(7% to 8%) of most U.S. institutional investors, and yet most U.S. investors have neglected their allocations to emerging market
equities.” – March 2018
Research Affiliates
“Fear of emerging markets seems more elevated today than at any time since the early 2016 EM lows...when the risks and the
bad news are well known to the market and fear reigns supreme, it’s time to buy, not sell.” - June 2018
Jeffery Gundlach, Doubleline
“Emerging markets are cheaper than the S&P based on the Shiller CAPE ratio. That ratio is 16 for emerging markets versus 30
for the U.S. It is not foolhardy to predict convergence, which would be a 100% outperformance for emerging markets,” Nov,
2017
Goldman Sachs
“EM fixed income investment universe is vase, diverse and…stands to benefit from promising macro and micro dynamics
including strong growth, good demographics, overall balance sheet resilience and corporate earnings growth potential. These
benefits will accrue over a medium- to long-term investment horizon.” - July 2018
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Disclosures
Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing investment losses. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT AN INDICATION OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE. There is no guarantee,
express or implied, that long-term return and/or volatility targets will be achieved. Realized returns and/or volatility may come in higher or lower than expected. References to investment
objectives, target returns or other goals Almanack seeks to achieve in managing an account are aspirational only and should not be considered a guarantee that such results will be
achieved.
Hypothetical performance results (e.g., quantitative backtests) have many inherent limitations, some of which, but not all, are described herein. No representation is being made that any
fund or account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown herein. In fact, there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the
actual results subsequently realized by any particular trading program. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally prepared with the benefit of
hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk in actual trading. For
example, the ability to withstand losses or adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can adversely affect actual trading results. The
hypothetical performance results contained herein represent the application of the quantitative models as currently in effect on the date first written above and there can be no assurance
that the models will remain the same in the future or that an application of the current models in the future will produce similar results because the relevant market and economic conditions
that prevailed during the hypothetical performance period will not necessarily recur. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of any
specific trading program which cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results, all of which can adversely affect actual trading results. Hypothetical
performance results are presented for illustrative purposes only.
Although Almanack does not actively employ leverage as part of its investment program, it does invest in futures or in funds containing similar investments, which are inherently leveraged.
As such, the returns shown reflect the effect of leverage resulting from investments in futures. Any portfolio risk management processes discussed include an effort to monitor and manage
risk, but should not be confused with and do not imply low risk or the ability to control risk. The risk management system described herein will not always be successful at controlling a fund’s
risk or limiting portfolio losses. Annualized risk is defined as the standard deviation, or volatility, of a particular financial instrument’s returns over a period of time.
The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Almanack Investment Partners, LLC or its affiliates.
The chart(s)/graph(s) shown is(are) for informational purposes only and should not be considered as a suggestion of any investment recommendation, investment strategy, or as an offer of
advice to buy, sell, or exchange any investment product or investment vehicle. Past performance may not be indicative of future results. While the sources of information, including any
forward looking statements and estimates, included in this(these) chart(s)/graph(s) was deemed reliable, Almanack Investment Partners, LLC and its affiliates do not guarantee its accuracy.
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) are subject to market risk, including the possible loss of principal. The value of the portfolio will fluctuate with the value of the underlying securities. ETF’s.
are types of securities that derive their value from a basket of securities such as stocks, bonds, commodities or indices, and trade intra-day on a national securities exchange. You should not
expect an ETF to track its underlying assets, underlying index or benchmark. ETFs trade like a stock and may trade for less than their net asset value.
*All simulated portfolios were rebalanced monthly and presumed no execution or trading expense. All performance and price data was obtained from Bloomberg, LP and are publically
available indices and funds.
No part of this material may be duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without Almanack’s prior written consent.
Almanack Investment Partners, LLC is a federally Registered Investment Advisor.
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